A new proposal for Cartan contortion detection based on the resonant gravitational wave (GW) detector in teleparallel spacetime is considered.It is shown that Cartan contortion is proportional to the inverse of the damping time of the resonant detector.Actually the contortion acts as a damping force for the GW.A contortion of the order 10 −29 s −1 is obtained by using the data of present resonant detectors.Although this limit is yet small it is several orders of magnitude higher that the torsion obtained from spin precession detectors.Progress along this line may allows us to give a better experimental basis to Einstein-Cartan theories of gravity.
Introduction
Since the early attempts [1, 2, 3 ] to detect spacetime torsion or Cartan contortion [4] to give an experimental basis to alternative gravity theories of Einstein-Cartan type [5] theoretical physicists working on the field have noticed that torsion detection by the technique of spin precession have been proved hopeless since all computations are very far beyond all quantum capabilities of laboratory devices and even astrophysical probes would be difficult to construct for this task.In this letter we propose a new method for detecting spacetime contortion which is based on the resonant GW detector in teleparallel space.This space which has been applied to gravity by Einstein in 1932 in Berlin [6] in the attempt to build a unified geometrical theory of gravitation and electrodynamics proved recently [7] to be very important in solving theoretical problems in theoretical physics sucs as the tetrad complex of gravitational energy.This space is used here with the aim of simplifying the computations since by defition teleparallel spacetime possess a total Riemann-Cartan curvature that vanishes in all spacetime manifold.The letter is organized as follows.In the section 2 we provide an example that vshows that even in teleparallel spaces any attempt to detect torsion through the spin precession method will lead to a spin precession of the order of 10 −44 cgsunits which is very far beyond any quantum capabilities of LAB devices.In section 3 to solve this question we propose the new method of detecting torsion or contortion through the resonant GW detector in teleparallel T 4 spacetime.In the last section we discuss future prospects and the possibility of a realistic experiment with the already existent GW resonant detectors.It is important to stress yet that here we are not considering gravitational or torsion waves in metric affine theories of gravity as treated recently in the literature [8, 9] .
Spin Precession in T 4
In this section we shall make use of the equation of autoparallel equation to investigate torsion detection in the particular case of teleparallelism where the whole curvature tensor of the RC manifold vanishes.We shall show that this leads us to an extremely low value for contortion which can be improved by making use of present-day resonant detectors.The issue of Cartan torsion detection has been extensively discussed by Hehl [1] Nitsch [2] ,Rumpf [3] , W.Stoeger [10] ,Soares, Figueiredo and Tiomno [11] and Garcia de Andrade [12] .Hehl discussed how to detect torsion in 1971 by proposing to investigate the autoparallel equation instead of the geodesics and that torsion would only interact with fermionic matter.More recently Claus Lammerzahl [13] place constraints on torsion as high as 10 −17 cm −1 bby investigating Dirac equation and showing that torsion would lead to an splitting of the spectrum of atoms in the Hughes-Drever experiment.His limit is in agreement with previous limits computed by de Sabbata and Sivaram [5] .On the other hand Soares et al have investigated the relation between matter vorticity and torsion using metrics of Gödel type in his computations.In his turn Nitsch made use of PPN formalism in the Poincare theory of gravity to obtain an axial torsion of 10 −24 s −1 on the surface of the Earth.He argued that though the polarization of the emission spectra the electrons in the vicinity of neutron stars would be influenced by the spin precession, there would be no chance to measure such spectrum due to large magnetic fields around such stars.This would be however be avoided if one considers electrons in a very dilute plasma in the neighbourhood of black holes at the center of the galaxy.Let us start by considering the spin precession equation (µ = 0, 1, 2, 3).From the spin precession equation [3] d s dt = KX s
where K 1 = K 023 and the other components of the contortion vector are analogous.From this expression and for the value of contortion of 10 −17 cm
and the Planck constant one is able to obtain immeadiatly the value of the spin precession as
where we have used the value of the Planck constant to computed the spin as 10 −27 cgsunits.Since this value is extremely low we could improve it by considered only the precession of only huge spin polarised masses as suggested previously by Stoeger [10] .Nevertheless it would be interesting if we could have an experiment proposed with an already existed technology as the ones in GW detectors.In the next section we shall consider the following mathematical machinery.First we consider the equation of the motion of the center of mass which is the autoparallel equation in RC spacetime given by
where Dp µ ds = dp
and will apply these equations in the teleparallel case to the GW resonant detector to show that a much stronger estimate for Cartan contortion may be obtained for two electrons.
Contortion detection from resonant GW detectors
Let us now consider the framework of GW resonant detectors in teleparallel spacetimes.We shall follow in this section closely the book by Ciufollini and Wheeler [14] with respect with the description of the model of resonant GW detectors and extend the GW in teleparallel spacetime background where in fact Cartan spacetime contortion acts with a damping force term.Let us start by defining the teleparallel condition as
Let us write the motion equation of a test particle with spin imagining that is possible to build a detector of polarised spinning particles where the GW would hit the particles according to the motion equation
Where D ds represents the Riemannian absolute derivative and from the last section condition is easy to show that the teleparallel condition reduces this deviation equation to the teleparallel one
which is much simpler to handle.At this point we would like to make two important remarks.First when this equation is applied bellow to the resonant detector of GW, we will not disregard the acceleration of perturbations of GW since this can be easily shown to be proportional to the contortion itself as one can simply observe from the expression of the non-Riemannian or Riemann-Cartan curvature relation to the Riemannian part and to the derivatives of and nonlinear terms on the contortion tensor [10] , as can be seen from the expression
The second remark is that when applied to the resonant detector the expression (7) is similar to the expression for the detector
where δx µ (t) = l µ + ǫ µ (t) in the GW resonant detector is the total separation between the two masses hit by the GW.Here also the second and third terms on the LHS of equation (9) represents respectively the damping and the restoring force of an imaginary spring joining the two masses m.Of course h T T is the transverse perturbation of the GW.In Riemannian GW this term is proportional to the component R 0j0i (g) component of the Riemann tensor where g represents the metric tensor with the supression of the indices.Comparison of expression (7) with the Riemannian counterpart allow us to determine the expression for the Cartan contortion and place a numerical limit on it.The Riemannian counterpart is [14] 
where Q is the quality factor of the GW detector and ω 0 is the angular frequency fundamental mode,and L is the length of the detector.Thus the comparison of these equations allows us to infer that contortion tensor would play the role of a damping term to the gravitational wave and besides by comparison too one is able to express the Cartan contortion in terms of the quality factor and fundamental frequency as
From the experimental known data ω 0 = 10 4 s −1 and Q = 2X10 5 and making use of the mass of electron m e = 10 −28 g one is able to compute the contortion as K = 10 −29 s −1 ,which is not very far to the contortion at the surface of the Earth computed by Nitsch as mentioned before.Although this is a still very low limit it can be improved since in the real detector one could even obtain an upper limit of 10 23 polarised electrons by cubic centimeter.From expressions above and the teleparallel condition one is now able to conclude that the transverse perturbation of the GW is constraint also by the contortion K and its derivatives.A possible construction of the detector discussed here would be not very difficult since we only change the gravitational theory and not very much the operative techniques of the resonant GW detector.Neutrino and gravitational waves [15] in teleparallel spaces have also been considered recently and would be a way to consider a possible detector design of these waves with torsion detectors or used already known detectors to detect torsion.
